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Refrigeration Conference Papers

R-1: Socio-Economic Impact of Systems & Refrigerants
Room 214 C&D
Chairperson: Steve Szymurshi, ARI, USA

R147 Environmental and Performance Studies of R-123 as a Chiller Refrigerant - Resulting Recommendations for Environmental Protection: James M. Calm, Engineering Consultant, USA

R146 European Supermarket Refrigeration Systems Eco-Efficiency Considerations: Horst Kruse, FKW-GmbH, Germany; Rainer Jakobs, IZW, Germany; Marcello Riva, Solvay Fluor GmbH, Germany

R105 LCOP vs. Eco-Efficiency: Marcello Riva, Felix Flohr and Christoph Meurer, Solvay Fluor GmbH, Germany

R057 Method of Choice of Low TEWI Refrigerant Blends: Charbel Rahhal and Denis Clodic, Ecole des Mines de Paris, France

R-2: Microchannel Heat Exchangers I
Room 218 A&B
Chairperson: John Manzione, U.S. Army, USA

R175 Void Fraction of CO2 and Ammonia In Multiport Aluminum Microchannel Tubes: David C. Adams, Creative Thermal Solutions, USA; Jason Burr, Predrag Hrnjak and Ty Newell, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

R174 Two Phase Pressure Drop of CO2, Ammonia, and R245fa In Multiport Aluminum Microchannel Tubes: David C. Adams, Creative Thermal Solutions, USA; Jason Burr, Predrag Hrnjak and Ty Newell, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

R161 Two-Phase Refrigerant Distribution In a Micro-Channel Manifold: Chad D. Bowers, Predrag Hrnjak and Ty Newell, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

R148 Pressure Drop of Two-Phase Refrigerant-Oil Mixtures in a Small Channel: Brandon S. Field and Predrag Hrnjak, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

R142 Developing Two-Phase Flow Distribution In Horizontal Headers With Downward Minichannel-Branches: Shigeru Koyama, Agung Tri Wijayanta and Ken Kuwahara, Kyushu University, Japan; Shirou Ikuta, Calsonic Kansei Corporation, Japan

R-3: Air Conditioning/Refrigeration Equipment Improvements
Room 218 C&D
Chairperson: Wayne Reedy, Carrier UTRC, USA

R001 Evaluation of Mechanical Dehumidification Concepts (Part 1): Michael F. Taras, Carrier Corporation, USA

R002 Evaluation of Mechanical Dehumidification Concepts (Part 2): Michael F. Taras, Carrier Corporation, USA

R008 Refrigeration Cycle With Two-Phase Condensing Ejector: Mark J. Bergander, Magnetic Development, Inc., USA

R011 Efficiency Improvements of Air-Cooled Chillers Equipped With High Static Condenser Fans: Fuwing Yu, Kwoktai Chan and Hoyin Chu, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong

R025 The Primary Research on Liquid Desiccant Dehumidifier With Cooling Capacity Using Compression Heat Pump System: Aimin Wu, Chunlin Li and Hefei Zhang, Northwestern Polytechnical University, P. R. China

R-4: Microchannel Heat Exchangers II
Room 218 A&B
Chairperson: Predrag Hrnjak, University of Illinois, USA

R115 Semi-Empirical 3D Rectangular Channel Air Flow Heat Transfer and Friction Factor Correlations: Ian E. Davidson and Clark W. Bullard, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
R108 **Comparison of Performance of a Residential Air-Conditioning System Using Microchannel and Fin-and-Tube Heat Exchanger:** Rin Yun, Yunho Hwang and Reinhard Radermacher, University of Maryland, USA; Rebekah Zecirovic, Technische Universität Berlin, Germany

R079 **Experimental Research and CFD Simulation on Microchannel Evaporator Header to Improve Heat Exchanger Efficiency:** Zhihai Gordon Dong and John Bean, Jr., American Power Conversion Corp., USA

R071 **'Mpower', A Simulation Code to Assist the Design of Refrigeration and A/C Equipment Using Round Tube Plate Fin and PF microchannel Heat Exchangers:** Greg Kohler and Mark Johnson, Modine Manufacturing Company, USA; Jose Gonzalez and Jose M. Corberan, Universidad Politecnica de Valencia, Spain

R140 **Theoretical Model and Investigations of Transient Thermal Performance of a Micro Channel Tube Used for Cooling Processes:** Tariq A. Al-Azab and Rebiha A. Damsh, Al-Balqa Applied University, Jordan

---

**R-5: Air Conditioning Systems**

**Room 218 C&D**

**Chairperson: Lorenzo Cremaschi, Purdue University, USA**

R085 **Field Performance Measurements of a VRV AC/HP System:** Tolga Nurettin Aynur, Yunho Hwang and Reinhard Radermacher, University of Maryland, USA

R067 **Study on Performance Evaluation of a Split Air Conditioning System Under the Actual Conditions:** Yoshiaki Yunoto, Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology, Japan; Toru Ichikawa, Tokyo Gas Co., Ltd., Japan; Tatsuo Nobe, Kogakuin University, Japan; Shigeki Kameani, Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology, Japan

R137 **Challenges and Developments of Subtropical Residential Air Conditioning:** Shiming Deng, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, P. R. China

---

**R-6: CO₂ Systems**

**Room 214 C&D**

**Chairperson: John Manzione, U.S. Army, USA**

R154 **Thermodynamic Cycle Analysis of Air-to-Water CO₂ Heat Pumps:** Lili Zhang, Siva Gopalnarayanan and Tobias Sienel, United Technologies Research Center, USA

R150 **Modelling Fin-and-Tube Gas-Cooler for Transcritical Carbon Dioxide Cycles:** Marco Corradi, Luca Cćechinato, G. Schiochet and Claudio Zilio, University of Padova, Italy

R107 **Performance Potential of CO₂ Cycle With a Linear Compressor:** Yunho Hwang and Reinhard Radermacher, University of Maryland, USA; Seonwoong Hwang, Hyeongkook Lee and Samchul Ha, LG Electronics, Korea

R098 **Discharge Pressure Optimization for CO₂ Transcritical Cycle Using a Capillary Tube:** Augusto Jose Pereira Zimmerman and Ricardo Alexandre Maciel, Embraco S.A., Brazil

R047 **Modeling and Performance Simulation of Gas Cooler for CO₂ Heat Pump System:** Youngsoo Chang and Minseok Kim, Korea Institute of Science and Technology, Korea

R046 **Analysis of Supercritical Carbon Dioxide Heat Exchangers in Cooling Process:** Yang Chen and Per Lundqvist, Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden

---

**R-7: Heat Exchanger Characterization & Modeling I**

**Room 218 A&B**

**Chairperson: Ty Newell, University of Illinois, USA**

R095 **Aerodynamic Performance of Air Cooled Condensing Units:** Claudio Melo and Gustavo Pottker, Federal University of Santa Catarina, Brazil; Robert H. Pereira, Cooling Solutions of Embraco North America, USA

R045 **Two-Phase Distribution of R-234a In a Header of a Parallel Flow Heat Exchanger:** Naehyun Kim, Taekyun Park and Jungho Ham, University of Incheon, Korea

R032 **Air-Side Performance of Flat-Plate Louver-Fin Heat Exchangers Under Wet Conditions: Wet-Surface Multipliers for Colburn j- and f-Factors:** Younggil Park and Anthony M. Jacob, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
R017 Investigation of R22 Condensing Outside of a Horizontal 3-D Externally Rectangular Finned Tube and Tube Bundle: Xiangfei Liang, Lihua Zhai, Rong Zhuang and Guoqing Gan, Gree Electric Appliances, Inc. of Zhuhai, P. R. China

R155 Experiments on Flow Boiling Heat Transfer of Pure CO₂ and CO₂-Oil Mixtures in Horizontal Smooth and Micro-Fin Tubes: Lei Gao and Tomohiro Honda, Fukuoka University, Japan

R030 Flow Boiling of R723 (Ammonia/Dimethylether) in Smooth Horizontal Tubes in the Presence of Oil: Tahsin Boyman and Cornel Kuhn, University of Applied Sciences of Central Switzerland, Switzerland

R-8: Lubrication Effects
Room 218 C&D
Chairperson: Mark Spatz, Honeywell

R164 Effects of Oil on a Transcritical Carbon Dioxide Air Conditioning Systems — some experiences: Scott S. Wujek and Predrag Hrnjak, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

R072 Ultra High Pressure Tribometer for Testing CO₂ Refrigerant at Realistic Compressor Conditions and the Role of CO₂ in the Tribological Behaviour of Compressor Surfaces: Nicholas G. Demas and Andreas A. Polycarpou, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

R170 Thermophysical Properties of CO₂-Lubricant Mixtures and Their Affect on 2-Phase Flow in Small Channels (Less than 1mm): Christopher J. Seeton and Predrag Hrnjak, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

R080 Quantitative Visualization of CO₂-Oil Mixtures In CO₂ Expansion Flows: Matthew A. Scott and Dimitrios C. Kyritsis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

R120 Oil Structure Influence on the Solubility of Carbon Dioxide in POE Lubricants: Sergio Bobbo and Laura Fedele, Construction Technologies Institute, Italy; Roman Stryjek, Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland

R028 Performance Prediction of a Cyclone Oil Separator: Hiroki Murakami, Shinichi Wakamoto and Osamu Morimoto, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Japan

R-9: Capillary Tubes and Short-Tube Orifices
Room 218 A&B
Chairperson: Anthony Jacobi, University of Illinois, USA

R151 A Model for Helical Capillary Tubes for Refrigeration Systems: Hirendra Kumar Paliwal, Institute of Engineering & Technology, India; Keshav Kant, Indian Institute of Technology, India

R117 Experimental Study on the Performance of Twisted Capillary Tube: Amr O. Elsayed, Zagazig University, Egypt

R024 A Practical Method of Selecting Capillary Tubes for HCFC22 Alternatives: Khaled Meftah, College of Technology at Dammam, Saudi Arabia; Amr Oweis, University of Zagazig, Egypt

R111 Modeling of Short Tube Orifices for CO₂: Klaus Martin, The Virtual Vehicle Research Center GmbH (vif), Austria; Rene Reiberer, Graz University of Technology, Austria; Josef Hager, MAGNA Powertrain, Austria

R-10: Heat Pumps I
Room 218 C&D
Chairperson: Van Baxter, Oak Ridge Laboratories, USA

R027 Performance and Optimum for a Ground-Coupled Liquid Loop Heat Recovery Ventilation System: Yasu Zhou, Donghua University, P.R. China; Per Fahlen and Torbjorn Lindholm, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden

R135 Air Source Heat Pump for Northern Climates Part I: Simulation of Different Heat Pump Cycles: Stefan S. Bertsch and Eckhard A. Groll, Purdue University, USA

R136 Air Source Heat Pump for Northern Climates Part II: Measurement and Verification: Stefan S. Bertsch, Eckhard A. Groll, David B. Bouffard and William J. Hutzel, Purdue University, USA

R113 Performance Evaluation of a Two-Stage Compression Heat Pump System With Refrigerant Charge and EEV Opening: Chasik Park, Hoon Kang and Yongchan Kim, Korea University, Korea; Youngsoo Lee, Korea Institute of Energy Research, Korea

R018 Design and Research of the Digital VRV Multi-Connected Units With Three Pipes Type Heat Recovery System: Xiaohong Hai, Shen Jun, Zhanyue Hang and Tancheng Bin; Gree Electric Appliances, Inc. of Zhuhai, P. R. China
R-11: Work Recovery in CO₂ Systems  
Room 214 C&D  
Chairperson: Reinhard Radermacher, University of Maryland, USA

- R063 Scroll Expander for Carbon Dioxide Cycle: Detlef Westphalen and John Dieckmann, TIAx LLC, USA
- R165 A Thermodynamic Property Chart as a Visual Aid to Illustrate the Interference Between Expansion Work Recovery and Internal Heat Exchange: Stefan Elbel and Predrag Hrnjak, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
- R159 Basic Operating Characteristics of CO₂ Refrigeration Cycles With Expander-Compressor Unit: Hirokatsu Kohsokabe, Susumu Nakayama, Kyoji Kohno, Hitachi Ltd., Japan; Kazutaka Kurashige, Tokyo Electric Power Company, Japan
- R058 Enhancement of CO₂ Refrigeration Cycle Using an Ejector: 1D Analysis: Elias Boulawz Ksayer and Denis Clodic, Ecole des Mines de Paris, France

R-12: Heat & Mass Transfer Numerical Modeling  
Room 218 A&B  
Chairperson: Srinivas Garimella, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA

- R089 Investigation of Transient Two-Phase Flow During Refrigeration and Air Conditioning System Startup: Michael J. Hedrick, Emad W. Jassim and Ty A. Newell, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
- R055 Modeling of Two-Phase Heat Transfer In Smooth Tubes Using Probabilistic Flow Regime Maps: Emad W. Jassim, Ty A. Newell and John C. Chato, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
- R039 A Numerical Model for Condensate Drops and Bridges Retained on the Air-Side Surface of Heat Exchangers: Yanping Xia, Andrew D. Sommers and Anthony M. Jacobi, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
- R123 Analysis of Two-Phase Flow In Condensers and Evaporators Based on Two-Fluid Models: Numerical Model and Experimental Comparison: S. Morales, Joaquim Rigola, Carlos D. Perez-Segarra and Assensi Oliva, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), Spain

R-13: Heat Pumps II  
Room 218 C&D  
Chairperson: William Murphy, University of Kentucky, USA

- R139 Low Cost Heat Pump Water Heater (HPWH): Vince C. Mei and Van D. Baxter, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA; Daniel S. Lamb, Tennessee Valley Authority, USA
- R116 Northern China Heat Pump Application With the Digital Heating Scroll Compressor: Shan He and Weihua Guo and Eric Wunan Wal, Emerson Climate Technologies, P. R. China
- R110 Improving Heating Performance of a MPS Heat Pump System With Consideration of Compressor Heating Effects In Heat Exchanger Design: Jeongtaek Park, Semyoun Oh, Chanho Song and Inseok Chol, LG Electronics, Inc., Korea
- R040 Development and Experimental Investigation on Two-Stage Compression Variable Frequency Air Source Heat Pump: Changqing Tian and Nan Liang, Chinese Academy of Sciences, P. R. China; Wenxing Shi and Xianting Li, Tsinghua University, P. R. China
- R059 HSPF Calculation of a System Allowing Switching Between a Single-Stage to a Two-Stage Compression System: Sami Barbouch and Jean-Benoit Ritz, EDF, France; Denis Clodic, Ecole des Mines de Paris, France

R-14: Heat Transfer Coefficients & Pressure Drop  
Room 214 C&D  
Chairperson: Tashin Boyman, University of Applied Sciences of Central Switzerland and Purdue University, USA

- R097 Friction Factor and Heat Transfer Performance of an Offset-Strip Fin Array at Air-Side Reynolds Numbers to 100,000: Gregory J. Michna, Anthony M. Jacobi and Rodney L. Burton, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
- R173 CO₂ and R410A Flow Boiling Heat Transfer and Pressure Drop at Low Temperatures in a Horizontal Smooth Tube: Changyong Park and Predrag Hrnjak, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
R127 Extended Correlations for Staggered Round Tube Plain Fin Heat Exchangers: Clark Bullard and Ian Davidson, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

R133 Experimental Study on Condensation of Pure Refrigerants in Horizontal Micro-Fin Tube – Proposal of Correlations for Heat Transfer Coefficient and Frictional Pressure Drop: Shigeru Koyama, Kyushu University, Japan; Ryuichiro Yonenoto, Hitachi Appliances, Inc., Japan

R043 Refrigerant R410A Evaporation Inside a Small Brazed Plate Heat Exchanger: Giovanni A. Longo and Andrea Gasparella, University of Padova, Italy

R178 Thermal Performance of R410A Condensing in a Microfin Tube: Alberto Cavallini, Davide Del Col, Simone Mancini and Luisa Rossetto, University of Padova, Italy

R-15: Modeling of A/C & Refrigeration Systems/Components
Room 218 A&B
Chairperson: Lorenzo Cremaschi, Purdue University, USA

R163 Modeling of Compressors and Expansion Devices With Two-Phase Refrigerant Inlet Conditions: Bo Shen, James E. Braun and Eckhard Groll, Purdue University, USA

R162 Some Modeling Improvements for Unitary Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps at Off-Design Conditions: Bo Shen, James E. Braun and Eckhard A. Groll, Purdue University, USA

R092 Component-Based Vapor Compression Simulation Tool With Integrated Multi-Objective Optimization Routines: Jonathan Winkler, Vikrant Aute and Reinhard Radermacher, University of Maryland, USA

R093 Transient Simulation of a Transcritical Carbon Dioxide Refrigeration System: Omar Abd Elaziz, Jonathan Winkler, Vikrant Aute and Reinhard Radermacher, University of Maryland, USA

R069 Dimensionless Parameter for Evaluation of Thermo-Fluids Performance of Air Conditioning and Ventilation Systems: Ratnesh Sharma, Chandrakant Patel and Cullen Bash, Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, USA

R180 Analysis of the Operational Characteristics of Multi System Through Steady State and Dynamic Simulation: Gilbong Lee, LG Electronics, Korea; IlHwan Lee, Keunjoong Yoo, Minsoo Kim, Seoul National University, Korea; Samchul Ha, LG Electronics, Korea

R-16: Novel Systems I
Room 218 C&D
Chairperson: Reinhard Radermacher, University of Maryland, USA

R091 Potential Benefits of Thermoelectric Element Used With Air-Cooled Heat Exchangers: Jonathan Winkler, Vikrant Aute, Bao Yang and Reinhard Radermacher, University of Maryland, USA

R064 Compact, Low Temperature Refrigeration of Microprocessors: Charles Coggins, David Gerlach, Yogendra Joshi and Andrei Fedorov, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA

R114 Experimental Study on a Novel Hybrid Cooler for the Cooling of Telecommunication Equipments: Sunil Lee, Jaesun Song, Yongchan Kim and Jintaek Chung, Korea University, Korea

R167 Performance Analysis of a Miniature-Scale Vapor Compression System for Electronics Cooling: Bread Board Setup: Suwat Trutassanawin, Lorenzo Cremaschi, Eckhard A. Groll and Suresh V. Garimella, Purdue University, USA

R145 Performance of High Pressure Air Cycle In Comparison With Synthetic and Natural Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycles: Horst Kruse and Hans Rüssmann, PKW-GmbH, Germany; Rainer Jakobs, IZW, Germany

R-17: Heat Exchanger Characterization & Modeling II
Room 214 C&D
Chairperson: Carlos Infante Ferreria, Delft University, The Netherlands

R020 An Experimental Study of the Air-Side Particulate Fouling In Fin-and-Tube Heat Exchangers of Air Conditioners: Youngchull Ahn, Seongir Cheong, Youngman Jung and JaeKeun Lee, Pusan National University, Korea

R094 Generic Dynamic Model for Heat Exchangers: Shenglan Xuan, Vikrant Aute and Reinhard Radermacher, University of Maryland, USA

R050 Heat-Exchange Surface Effectiveness Assessment Criterion: Kudrat Fuadovich Karimov, Tashkent State Technical University, Uzbekistan

R009 Heat Transfer From the Evaporator Outlet to the Charge of Thermostatic Expansion Valves: Lasse Nicolai Langmaack, Technical University of Denmark and Danfoss A/S, Denmark; Hans Jørgen Høgaard Knudsen, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark
**R-18: Novel Systems II**

Room 218 A&B

Chairperson: Glenn Hourahan, Air-Conditioning Contractors of America, USA

- **R013** Modelling the Transient Behavior of an Active Magnetic Regenerative Refrigerator: Kurt Engelbrecht, Gregory Nellis and Sanford Klein, University of Wisconsin, USA
- **R168** Liquid-Flooded Ericsson Cycle Cooler: Part 1 - Thermodynamic Analysis: Jason Hugenroth, James Braun, Eckhard Groll and Galen King, Purdue University, USA
- **R169** Liquid-Flooded Ericsson Cycle Cooler: Part 2 - Experimental Results: Jason Hugenroth, James Braun, Eckhard Groll and Galen King, Purdue University, USA
- **R130** Evaluation of Thermoacoustic Cycles for Cooling Applications: Insu Paek, James E. Braun and Luc Mongeau, Purdue University, USA


Room 214 C&D

Chairperson: Bruce Hunn, ASHRAE, USA

- **R056** Probabilistic Determination of Two-Phase Flow Regimes Utilizing an Automated Image Recognition Technique: Emad W. Jassim, Ty A. Newell and John C. Chato, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
- **R134** An Experiment on Frosting Phenomena in a Fin Bundle: Shigeru Koyama, Donghwi Kim and Ken Kuwahara, Kyushu University, Japan; Chieko Kondo, Hitachi Air Conditioning Systems, Japan
- **R100** Condensation and Wetting Behavior on Surfaces With Micro-Structures: Super-Hydrophobic and Super-Hydrophilic: Yongfeng Zhong, Anthony M. Jacobi and John G. Georgiadis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign at Urbana-Champaign, USA
- **R132** The Effect of Nanoparticle Agglomeration on Enhanced Nanofluidic Thermal Conductivity: Alexander Hays and Charles P. Marsh, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, USA; Jorge Alvarado, Texas A&M University, USA; Ryan Franks, U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers, USA
- **R051** The Effect of Binary Nanofluids and Chemical Surfactants on the Absorption Performance: Junyoung Jung, Kyung Hee University, Korea; Jinkyung Kim, Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Japan; Yongtae Kang, Kyung Hee University, Korea

**R-20: Industrial Refrigeration**

Room 218 A&B

Chairperson: Didier Coulomb, IIR, France

- **R138** A High Efficient Adsorption Icemaker for Fishing Boat: Ruzhu Wang, Zisheng Lu, Liwei Wang and Zaizhong Xia: Shanghai Jiao Tong University, P. R. China
- **R102** Simple Method to Improve the Performance of Industrial Evaporators Under Frosting Conditions: Nawaf F. Aljuwayhel, Douglas T. Reindl, Sanford A. Klein and Gregory F. Nellis, University of Wisconsin, USA
- **R041** Quality Model of Foodstuff in a Refrigerated Display Cabinet: Junping Cai, Aalborg University, Denmark; Jergen Risum, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark; Claus Thybo, Danfoss A/S, Denmark
- **R021** The State of Energy Consumption Legislation for Commercial Reach-In-Refrigerators and Freezers and Other Refrigerated Products: Robert D. Lehman, III, Emerson Climate Technologies, USA

**R-21: Domestic Refrigerators/Freezers**

Room 214 C&D

Chairperson: Joaquim Rigola, Technical University of Catalonia, Spain

- **R036** A Dynamic Simulation Model for Fan-and-Damper Controlled Refrigerators: Christian J. L. Hermes, Multibras S.A. Eletrodomesticos, Brazil; Claudio Melo, Federal University of Santa Catarina, Brazil
- **R054** Energy Requirements of Refrigerators Due to Door Opening Conditions: Wilson Terrell, Jr., Trinity University, USA
R-22: Mobile Air Conditioning

Room 218 AG&B

Chairperson: Jacob Boyyoud, Sanden International USA

R081 Converting a Military Environmental Control Unit to Propylene Refrigerant: Detlef Westphalen, TIAX LLC, USA

R084 Comparative Analysis Between a Capillary Tube and an Electronic Expansion Valve in a Household Refrigerator: Jackson B. Marcinichen and Claudio Melo, Federal University of Santa Catarina, Brazil

R076 In-Situ Performance Evaluation of No-Frost Evaporators: Claudio Melo and Robson O. Piucco, Federal University of Santa Catarina, Brazil; Publio O. O. Durate, Whirlpool Corporation, Brazil

R-23: Heat Exchanger Improvements

Room 218 C&D

Chairperson: Steven Szymborski, ARI, USA

R029 Off-Cycle Condensate Drainage Behavior of Compact Heat Exchangers: Assessment and Enhancement: Aridom Joardar, Zhongning Gu and Anthony M. Jacobi, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

R034 CFD Prediction to Optimize Front End Cooling Module of a Passenger Vehicle: Biswadip Shome, Vinod Kumar, S. V. Ranganath Kumar and Gyan Arora, Tata Technologies Limited, India

R152 Analysis of Vapor Extraction Strategies for Evaporators: Miguel E. Jovane, James E. Braun and Eckhard A. Groll, Purdue University, USA

R157 Thermophysical Properties of Pure Refrigerants and Refrigerant Mixtures by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS): Andreas Paul Fröba and Alfred Leipertz, Universitüt Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany

R016 Investigation of Inserts to Enhance Flow Boiling Heat Transfer in Tubes: Xiangfei Liang, Lihua Zhai, Hui Huang and Rong Zhuang, Gree Electric Appliances, Inc. of Zhuhai, P. R. China

R019 Development of Zero ODP, Less TEWI, Binary, Ternary and Quaternary Mixtures to Replace HCFC-22 in Window Air-Conditioner: T. P. Ashok Babu, Vikas V. Samaje and R. Rajeev, National Institute of Technology Karnataka, India

R035 Heat Transfer Augmentation by Inserts During Condensation of Refrigerant R22 Inside a Horizontal Tube: Ramakant Shrivastva, Ravi Kumar, Akhilesh Gupta, Indian Institute of Technology, India; Sachida Nand Lal, Bhagalpur College of Engineering, India

R177 Air-Side Performance Evaluation of Three Types of Heat Exchangers In Dry, Wet, and Periodic Frosting Conditions: Ping Zhang and Predrag Hrnjak, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

R-24: Working Fluids

Room 214 C&D

Chairperson: Sergio Bobbo, Instituto per le Tecnologie della Construzione Sezione de Padova, Italy

R106 New Fluid for High Temperature Applications: Marcello Riva, Felix Flohr, Solvay Fluor GmbH, Germany; Andreas Fröba, Lehrstuhl für Technische Thermodynamik (LTT), Germany

R019 Development of Zero ODP, Less TEWI, Binary, Ternary and Quaternary Mixtures to Replace HCFC-22 in Window Air-Conditioner: T. P. Ashok Babu, Vikas V. Samaje and R. Rajeev, National Institute of Technology Karnataka, India
R-25: Supermarket Refrigeration Systems
Room 218 A&B
Chairperson: Bruce Hunn, ASHRAE, USA

R149 Why Secondary-Coolant Systems for Supermarket Refrigeration?: Georgi S. Kazachki and David K. Hinde, Hill Phoenix, Inc., USA
R062 Energy Analysis of Various Supermarket Refrigeration Systems: Ming Zhang, Ingersoll-Rand Climate Control, USA
R042 Dynamic Heat Transfer Model of Refrigerated Foodstuff: Junping Cai, Aalborg University, Denmark; Jørgen Risum, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark; Claus Thybo, Danfoss A/S, Denmark
R038 Design and Optimization of a Walk In Refrigeration System: Zer Kai Yap and Cristina Morimoto, Tecumseh Products Company, USA

Purdue University is an equal access/equal opportunity institution.